The Daily Winds Map of Brighton
Call for Contributions
The Daily Winds Map of Brighton is a temporary mapping-project, designed to research how
queerness intersects with rural, or outdoor spaces, in and around Brighton and Hove. Anyone who
identifies as queer/ LGBTQIA+ is invited to submit a creative response tallied to a location that
resonates with them.
This is inspired in part by the project ‘Queering the Map’, that ‘geo-locates queer moments,
memories and histories in relation to physical space.’ In their words, ‘There are no guidelines to
what constitutes an act of queering space… anything from direct action activism to a conversation
expressing preferred pronouns.’

[Image description: an illustration of the map of Brighton and Hove, and the surrounding area, is
displayed across two large gallery windows facing the street.]
This map is housed within The Daily Winds Tourist Information Centre at Brighton CCA, a
provisional dwelling place modelled loosely on the rural British TIC. This forms part of the current
exhibition Angletwich by Flo Brooks, a semi autobiographical narrative of queer and trans
experience of rural South West England where he grew up, in particular its marginalised spaces
and communities.

How do I get involved?
Contributions can be in the form of text and image. Within this, we are excited to accept any
approach from creative writing to pen and ink drawings. Please find below three examples of
different approaches.

Examples of contributions
1. Extract from ‘Night Blooms’ by Angus Carlyle (2020), featured in the book display at The
Daily Winds Tourist Information Centre:

[Image description: two hands holding a book open on a spread of ‘Night Blooms’ by Angus
Carlyle]

2. Black Lodge Press text to accompany ‘Cruising’ by Cj Raey (2020):

Cruising by Cj Raey. Published by Black Lodge Press.
I remember when I was 7 or 8 my Mam pointed out a public toilet in my hometown and told me not
to go in there. My Mam and everyone else in town knew it was a cruising spot. Cruising spots are
everywhere - back in the day you had to be in the know, or go find one, or try your luck in a toilet
or layby - now you just go on Squirt or Grindr. They still exist though, and act as these strange,
twilight territories in which 'stuff' can happen if you know the right way to look at someone or send
a signal. This zine is a series of illustrations of cruising spots within 20 miles of my current home of
York.

3. Line drawings featured in Cruising by CJ Raey (2020):

[Image description: book open to show line drawings of public toilet buildings found in the
landscape]

4. Extract from zine collage ‘Hag Landscape’ by Izzy Brooks (2020), featured in The Daily
Winds Tourist Information Centre:

[Image description: illustration of a man in a hat with bundles of wheat with cut out text]

Where will my contribution be visible?
On the vinyl map
A Pink Shape with your title will be displayed on the window map

[Image description: pink and orange sticker shapes and photograph of the key on the vinyl map on
the gallery windows]

Newsletter
The Daily Winds Newsletter is a bi-monthly collation of informative and creative contributions sent
via the post. It began in June 2020 as a way to communicate between a group of friends and allies
in Brighton. The newsletter will be printed on A4 paper with a copy being sent to each contributor
and there will be an online PDF of the newsletter available on the Brighton CCA website. See
here: https://brightoncca.art/event/the-daily-winds-newsletter/

[Image description: a screenshot of The Daily Winds Newsletter with the daily winds logo, contents
page and opening times of the office]

Website
A PDF of copy of newsletter will be linked to from the webpage.
Google map embedded on webpage detailing each pinpoint, see here:
https://brightoncca.art/event/the-daily-winds-map-of-brighton/

[Image description: screenshot of Brighton CCA’s website embedded with google map and
description of the project]
Guidelines
Personal Information: Contributions can be sent with your name, contact details, pronouns, social
media and website links (all optional)
Crediting: We will leave it up to you to decide how you would like to be credited for your
contribution. For example, Polly Wright – polly.wright.com or Anonymous, 2020.
Postal address: Please provide your postal address so we may send all contributors a hard copy
of the newsletter. Contact information and correspondence will be kept private.
Copyright: Please include confirmation that you are happy for us to use the contribution on our
website, social media channels and in the gallery.
To contribute: Please send your submission to p.wright@brighton.ac.uk including the point on the
map that your submission corresponds to.
Accepted formats: Word Document, PDF, Jpeg, TIFF, png
Length: Maximum 1 page of A4
Deadline: Wednesday 18th November 2020, 5pm

